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VerbNet

A database of 8,537 verbs categorized into 273 classes based on syntactic frames

Semantic Predicates

- Emotional_Stress(E,X,Y)
- In_Reaction,Trial(X)
- Cause(X,E)
- Process(X,Y)
- Discharge(E,X,Y)
- Movement(X,Y)
- Duration
- Non(X)
- Post(X,Y)
- End(X)
- Start(X)
- Position(X,Y)
- Location(X,Y)
- Enter,Inside(X,Y,Z)
- Contain(X,Y,Z)
- Has_Possession(X,Y,Z)
- Transfer(X,Y)
- Future_Possession(X,Y,Z)

Applications in syntactic parsing and shallow semantics.

User Experience

User Home Page

The "Equilibrium" Task

Social networking elements

Tasks

Design
- Each verb presented in each licensed frame
- Subset of items "over-sampled"
- Novel NPs and additional VPs
  - (avoids world knowledge contamination)
- Fanciful backstory to prime intuitions and focus on entailment

Tasks (semantic predicate explored)
- A Good World (positive/negative valence)
- Entropy (change of physical state)
- Equilibrium (application of force)
- Explode on Contact (contact)
- Philosophical Zombie Hunter (mental state)
- Simon Says Freeze (movement)

Preliminary Results (First 6 Weeks)

Case Study: Equilibrium

Pilot experiment:
- 138 sentences (15 verbs + licensed frames)
- Kripp’s alpha = .76 for 8 annotators
- Modal response matched expected 137/138 sent.
- “Expected” is response matching researcher intuitions about involvement of semantic predicate in event semantics

On VerbCorner
- 194 over-sampled sentences (15-20 ann./each)
- Modal response matched expected 184/194 sent.
- In remainder, weak modal response

Prospects & Future Directions

- Result: Naïve participants can and will provide high-quality semantic annotations
- Future: Using annotator’s history to weight contributions
- Improve user experience
- Full validation of predicates, potentially modify VN semantics according to results
- Separate citizen science project to validate verb-frame pairings

Limitation:

- Minimal empirical basis for semantic predicates.
- 146 semantic predicates X 1363 (sub)class-frame combinations => massive coding project

Solution: Crowdsourcing with Citizen Scientists

- Recruit volunteer “citizen scientists” to help with coding
- Distinguished from GWAPs: Citizen scientists are interested in (a) learning & (b) advancing science & are willing to tackle more difficult projects
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Now widely used in astronomy and zoology (cf. Zooniverse.org)